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1. Introduction
1.

The purpose of the Bidder Instructions is to:


outline the rules that govern the Auction;



provide a user guide for companies that have qualified to bid in the auction (the
“Bidders”) on how to use the online auction system (the “Auction Software System”);
and



provide contact details of the team that will support Bidders during the Auction.

2.

The text of the Bidder Instructions refers frequently to the different screens of the auction
system. Figure 6 on page 11 has a diagram showing all screens with their reference
numbers.

3.

Numbers used in the text, figures, and screens are purely illustrative unless otherwise
noted.

4.

Any updates to this document will be provided to Bidders via e-mail.

2. The Auction
Summary
5.

The Auction will be conducted over the Internet. This will allow Bidders to carry out all
activities required to take part in the Auction from their normal office locations. Bidders
will use the auction system from their personal computers (PCs) connected to the
Internet, by accessing the auction Internet site. The system has been designed to
minimize the requirements on Bidders’ equipment, as described in Section 3.

6.

To ensure that Bidders’ submissions remain secure and confidential, each Bidder will be
given a username and password to access the auction Internet site (the online auction
system), and any information transferred across the Internet will be encrypted using
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) technology.

7.

The Auction will consist of a number of Rounds held over a period which is expected to be
between five and ten business days. Note that the number of Rounds and thus the exact
length of the Auction cannot be determined in advance of the Auction, as it will depend
on Bidders and Bids received. Therefore it is recommended that Bidders ensure that they
are available for the entire duration to participate in the Auction.

8.

The Auction will be run by Cramton Associates LLC, the “Auctioneer”, who will determine
bid increments and auction schedule, and provide support for Bidders via telephone and
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e-mail throughout the Auction. Contact details for Cramton Associates are provided in
Section 0 of this document.
9.

If Bidders are unable to access or use the auction system via the Internet, they may be
allowed to submit Bids by telephone, and the Auctioneer will validate these according to
the same criteria as Bids submitted via the Internet.

The auction process and schedule
10.

Each Auction day begins at 12 noon ET (US East Coast) and ends at 5 pm ET. A tentative
schedule of rounds for the next business day is posted at the end of each auction day.

11.

The Auction itself will begin at 12 noon ET on 18 March 2013. The Start-of-Round Price for
each gTLD is zero.

12.

Bidders will further be able to view the timescales of the first Round and the expected
schedule for the day from this time using the auction system. A user-guide of the system
is provided in Section 4 below.

13.

Once the first Round has begun, Bidders will be permitted to submit their Bids, as
described in the Section 4, until the Round closes. Each Round is expected to be about 30
minutes long as shown in the schedule, although the rounds will be longer in the first day
of the Auction. During the Round, Bidders are free to modify their Bids, add new Bids and
withdraw Bids, subject to the constraints of the “Auction Rules”, which are described in
Section 3. Note that it is only the Bids that are in place at the time that the Round closes
that are considered the final Bids for that Bidder for that Round. No information will be
provided to Bidders during the Round about the aggregate demand corresponding to the
Bids placed in the current Round – the results are only provided during the Recess.

14.

If, under exceptional circumstances, a Bidder is unable to submit its Bids using the Auction
System, the Bidder may be permitted to submit its Bids directly to the Auctioneer by
telephone. However, to minimize the risk of such a disruption, Bidders are encouraged to
have a backup Internet connection, so that if the primary connection fails, a secondary
means of connection can be used.

15.

Note that a Bidder does not always need to submit a Bid for a gTLD in a particular Round
to continue bidding for that gTLD: If the Bidder has a Standing Bid for a gTLD from a
previous Round which is greater than or equal to the Start-of-Round Price for the gTLD for
the current Round, and does not change its Bid for that gTLD in the Round, this Standing
Bid will remain in effect for this Round. If the Bidder’s standing bid is greater than or equal
to the current round’s “continue” bid, then the bidder need not enter a new bid to retain
the option of bidding for the domain in the next Round.

16.

After each Round closes, there will be a Recess before the next Round starts. During the
Recess, the results of the Round that just closed will be posted as soon as possible. For
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gTLDs where bidding will continue in the next Round, this includes the demand at the
Start-of-Round Price of the next Round aggregated across all Bidders. For this Auction, this
“Aggregate Demand at Start” is the number of Bidders willing to pay the Start-of-Round
Price for the gTLD, i.e. the number of Bidders who bid at least this price in a previous
Round. If any gTLDs have sold, the Winning Prices for those gTLDs will also be announced
at that time. In all cases, an individual Bidder will be able to view its own Standing Bids.
17.

The End-of-Round Prices for the next Round will be announced as soon as is possible
following the posting of the results for the previous Round.

18.

It is recommended that Bidders monitor the Auction Schedule following the close of a
Round. This screen includes the status of Rounds and therefore can be used to determine
what information is available to Bidders.

19.

The process will continue for subsequent Rounds as described in paragraphs 10 – 18
above. Figure 1 provides a timeline of the activities.

Figure 1: The sequence of events during the Auction

20.

Note that as a result of the progress of the Auction itself, the timescales may be altered
by the Auctioneer. Such schedule changes will be announced in a message on the auction
system, which is described in Section 4 below. In particular, the Auctioneer may shorten
or lengthen later Rounds. However, typically the schedule of rounds for an Auction day
will be set at the end of the prior day and not be changed during the day.
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21.

Once a Bidder has entered all of its Bids into the auction system, the Bidder may generate
a Bid Confirmation form using the auction system. The Bid Confirmation form details all
the Standing Bids for the Bidder at the time it is generated. This will allow the Bidder to
check its submission, and if desired, print a copy. If, after generating a Bid Confirmation
form, a Bidder makes any changes to its Bids on the auction system, the Bidder may print
a revised Bid Confirmation form. The Bid Confirmation form is for the Bidder’s own
purposes. It is not a required step in the bidding process.

22.

The Auction is concluded when each gTLD has Sold. This occurs when aggregate demand
for each gTLD has fallen to zero or one at the current End-of-Round Price.

3. The Auction Rules
23.

At the start of the Auction, prices will be low and in all cases start at zero. As the Auction
evolves, prices will rise until the Bidders discontinue one by one leaving the highest bidder
as a winner. The Auction is dynamic, meaning that during the course of the Auction, you
obtain aggregate demand information, and you can adjust the Price of your Bids, subject
to certain restrictions.

24.

The Auction has been designed so that you only need to determine how much each gTLD
is worth to you and enter this as your Bid for the gTLD. The highest Bidder (Blue) wins, but
only pays the price from the highest Bid (Green’s Bid) that did not win or zero if there
were no other bids. A winning Bidder’s Bid, therefore, does not determine the price paid.

25.

In the rare situation where two or more Bidders Discontinue bidding on a gTLD at the
exact same Price (leaving zero Bidders) one of the Bidders will randomly be selected to be
the winner and the Winning Price will be the highest Bid that did not win. In this case, the
Winning Price also happens to be the Price the winner bid.

Figure 2: Auction rounds

26.

The Auction proceeds over a number of days, likely between five and ten. As shown in
Figure 2, each day has multiple Rounds of bidding each followed by Recess periods during
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which results are posted. The duration of rounds is typically 30 minutes, but may be
longer in the first day of the Auction.
27.

The Auction is concluded when every gTLD is Sold. Initially, bidding is limited to those
bidders with an application for the gTLD. In subsequent Rounds, bidding is further limited
to those who continue bidding for that gTLD, as described below.

28.

During the Recess following each Round, each Bidder is informed for each gTLD whether
bidding for the gTLD will continue in the next Round, whether it has “Won” the gTLD, or
whether the gTLD has “Sold” to another Bidder. If the gTLD is Sold, the Winning Bidder
will be informed that it has won the gTLD which will be designated “Sold”, but other
Bidders will not be informed of who the winner was. The Winning Bidder will know what
its actual Bid was in addition to the Price that it will pay for the gTLD, or the “Winning
Price”. However, other Bidders will only be informed of the “Winning Price”. The Winning
Price is the second-highest price bid, as shown in Figure 3.

29.

30.

Figure 3: What does the winner pay?

For gTLDs where bidding will continue in the next Round, all Bidders will be informed of
the Start-of-Round and End-of-Round Prices for each gTLD for the next Round, the
Aggregate Demand for each of these gTLDs at its Start-of-Round Price.

Bidding Rules
31.

In every Round after Round 1, Bidders who would like to be sure to have the possibility of
winning a gTLD must “Continue” by having a Bid with a Price that is greater than or equal
to the End-of-Round Price. If a Bidder’s Bid for a gTLD is less than the End-of-Round Price
for that gTLD, they will “Discontinue” bidding for that gTLD at that Price, and may no
longer be eligible to bid for the gTLD in future Rounds. Note that a Bidder who
Discontinues bidding for a gTLD can win if their Bid is the highest.

32.

Restricting who is eligible to bid for gTLDs helps ensure that the Auction will conclude
within a reasonable timeframe.
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33.

After posting a Round, a gTLD becomes Sold if there is at most one Bidder with a Bid
greater than or equal to the End-of-Round Price of the Round just posted.

34.

If Demand for a gTLD at the End-of-Round Price of the previous Round is two or more
then the bidding for that gTLD in the coming Round will be limited to those Bidders whose
Bids were at least the End-of-Round Price of the previous Round. These Bidders cannot
withdraw their Bid from that gTLD; they may only modify their Bid, noting that the Price
of the modified Bid must be at least the Start-of-Round Price. Note that a Bid for less than
the End-of-Round Price can win if it is the highest Bid for a gTLD.

35.

A Bidder is not permitted to enter a Price that causes its Total Bid Commitment to exceed
five times its Current Deposit.

36.

A Bid placed during a Round may be continually revised during the Round. The only Bid
that counts is the Bid that is in the auction system at the time the Round ends. The timing
of when exactly during the active phase of a Round a Bid is entered will have no effect on
the outcome of the Auction.

4. Auction System User Guide
System requirements
37.

The auction system can be accessed using a standard PC with an internet browser with a
minimum of 128-bit SSL security connected to the internet. The recommended
configuration is as detailed below:


Intel Pentium (or equivalent) with 1.2 GHz processor or higher;



Windows 7, Vista, XP, or 2000 operating system;



Internet Explorer 8 or 9 or Mozilla Firefox 17.0.1 web browser;



Access to the internet; and



XGA (1024x768) screen resolution or higher.

Bidders are encouraged to contact their IT Department to obtain a clean installation of a
recommended web browser on a system free from spyware to minimize any difficulties
and to ensure maximum security. Furthermore, Bidders should ensure that they have
installed the latest service pack and security patches for their operating system and the
most recent version of Firefox 17.0.1 (where relevant).
38.

Note that the system may run on different PC configurations but it is the responsibility of
the Bidder to ensure that he is able to use the system on that configuration, preferably by
testing that configuration in the morning of the live Auction before it starts.
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39.

Furthermore, as stated in Section 2, it is recommended that Bidders set up an alternative
way to connect to the internet using a different method from their primary method, such
as 3G access, as well as the standard corporate internet access, to be able to continue
bidding in the event that their primary internet access fails. If, under exceptional
circumstances, a Bidder is unable to submit its Bids using the Auction System, the Bidder
may be permitted to submit its Bids directly to the Auctioneer by telephone. Bidders are
strongly discouraged from relying on the telephone and this should only be considered
after both primary and secondary internet access fail.

System access and log-in
40.

Each Bidder will be given one username and password to access the auction system. It will
be up to the Bidder’s discretion as to who within each company will have access.

41.

The auction internet site is accessed by directing your browser to the following address:
https://exp.applicantauction.com/sim/
In the event of any hardware difficulties, the auction system may be moved to a different
web address, and this will be announced to Bidders at that time.

42.

Note that the address above begins with “https:” and not “http:”. This is because the
auction site uses SSL technology to ensure that all transmissions are secure.

43.

Users of Internet Explorer and Firefox may see the following warning messages and
should click on ‘OK’ to access the auction site. You should then be taken to the
introductory page, as shown in Figure 5 on page 9.

Figure 4: Typical warning messages for Internet Explorer and Firefox

(Internet Explorer)

(Firefox)

44.

In exceptional circumstances, the auction site may be moved to a different internet
address – which would be advised by the Auctioneer

45.

In Internet Explorer 6, a padlock or similar icon should be shown in the bottom-right of
the status bar of your browser when you access the introductory screen and all other
screens in the Auction Site, to show that the site is secure. If you are using Internet
Explorer 8 or 9 or Firefox, the padlock icon will be shown at the right of the internet
address field at the top of the browser.
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If you do not see a padlock icon in Internet Explorer 6, your browser might
not be configured to display the status bar. You should click on the “View”
menu and “Status Bar”, and then make sure there is a checkmark next to
“Status Bar”.

Logging in to the Auction Site
46.

The first page you will see on the auction site will be the introductory page, as shown in
Figure 5 below, with a button to log in to the auction system. If the system is currently
unavailable, this page will display a warning message, and you will not be allowed to
access the site.

47.

Please note that your browser must be configured to accept cookies and JavaScript for
you to be able to log in to the auction site. If this is not the case, you will see a warning
message on the auction system, as described in Situations 2 and 3 of the troubleshooting
guide. The troubleshooting guide also explains the procedure to enable cookies and
JavaScript.

Figure 5: Introductory Page

48.

After you click on the “Click here for the login screen” button, you will be taken to the
log-in screen shown below.
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Screen 1: log-in screen

49.

You must use the username and password provided to you to access the system. Enter
your username and password and click on “Login >>”. Please note that both username
and password are case sensitive.

50.

You will then see the ‘messages’ screen. This is one of a number of screens that you can
now access in the secure site.

51.

It is not possible for one username to be logged on the system on more than one
computer at the same time. If you attempt to use the same username to access the
auction system from another PC, you will be logged out automatically from your first PC
and the first PC will display a message stating this. This automatic logout is to allow an
individual who was logged into the system when his computer crashed (and therefore was
unable to log-out on that computer), to be able to log into the system with his username
using a different computer.

52.

If you are logged into the auction site but are inactive for more than 40 minutes, the
auction system will automatically log you out for security reasons. To access the site
again, you will just need to log-in again.

53.

In the event that the Auctioneer needs to prevent Bidders from accessing the auction
system, all attempts will be made to keep this as user-friendly as possible. Bidders may or
may not need to log out of the system, depending on the problem. In most circumstances,
Bidders will be allowed to stay logged in, but whenever they attempt to access a system
function, they will see a message such as: “Bidder Access is Currently Closed.” The
message may also contain additional information, such as when access will be resumed.
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Summary of auction system and navigation
54.

The diagram on the following page provides a summary of the screens that are available
to Bidders.

Figure 6: Structure of auction system

The facilities available to Bidders are as follows (these are described fully in later
sections):
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55.



viewing what is on offer in the Auction (using Screen 8);



viewing the Auction schedule (using Screen 9);



for each Domain, viewing the Minimum Price to Bid and Minimum Price to
Continuefor the Round, as well as your Bid, and the Aggregate Demand across
all Bidders for past Rounds (using Screen 6)



view and modify Bids for a Round (using Screen 3);



view or print a confirmation of all Bids (using Screen 4);



view what you have won in the Auction (Screen );



view announcements and messages from the Auctioneer and send messages to
the Auctioneer (Screen 10);



download a file containing the information shown in the ‘All Domains’ screen
(using Screen 11); and



logout;

Navigation has been kept as simple as possible. To act as a common interface, every
screen includes summary information about the Auction and this Round at the top, as well
as blue navigation buttons that you can use to move easily between screens. This is
shown in the figure below.

Figure 7: Summary Information and Main Navigation Bar
(Top of screens 2-11)

56.

The status line at the top of the screen provides information about the Round. The
example in Figure 7 above, “Round 2 started at 05:28:00 and will end at ...”, indicates that
Round 2 is currently running. At other times, the text will indicate when a Round will start,
whether or not the Auctioneer has posted results for a Round, whether or not End-ofRound Prices have been announced for the next Round, and whether the Auction has
concluded. In the upper right corner of each screen, the auction clock is displayed. This
status line is updated about every 10 seconds as well as every time you display a screen
by selecting it from the main navigation bar.
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57.

If you suspect that your browser may no longer be connected and is not updating the
auction clock (which you should be able to discern by watching the clock for ten seconds),
it is recommended you select a menu item from the main navigation bar to determine
whether or not the browser is still connected.

58.

If a screen has become out of date because a key event has occurred, such as a Round
starting or ending, or the results of a Round being posted, that screen will turn grey and a
message will be displayed asking you to refresh the screen by clicking on the "Update >>"
button that appears.

59.

Note that many screens can be printed by clicking on the [Print this page] link. This will
display a prompt to print. The printable format can also be printed using the “Print”
button displayed on that screen. Note that to print your Bids, you should print the
‘Generate Bid Confirmation’ screen and not the ‘Bidding’ screen. Depending on your
system and printer settings, it is possible that the document is too wide to fit on a page. In
this case, you should print in “landscape” rather than in “portrait” mode. Note that after
you print the “Messages” screen, you will need to click on the “<< Back to Messages”
button to return to the screen.



You can specify that the page is to be printed landscape by selecting the
“File”, “Page Setup” menu (or in Internet Explorer 8, the down-arrow by
the print button and “Page Setup”) and then specifying ‘landscape’ as the
orientation.

60.

It is recommended that you use the buttons on the main navigation bar to navigate
through the site instead of the standard navigation buttons on the toolbar in Internet
Explorer and Firefox (such as ‘back’ and ‘forward’ and ‘refresh’/’reload’).

61.

If not all of the information from the auction system fits on your display, you can either
adjust the text size displayed on your computer in your internet browser settings (this is
achieved by using the menu “View”, “Text Size”), or scroll right and left using the scroll
bars.



For Internet Explorer 8, it is recommended to use the “text size” option
instead of the “zoom” option for adjusting the size of the text on the
screen.

62.

The entire content of all screens in the system is in English and English numeric symbols
have been used. This means that the decimal place is a dot not a comma.

63.

All prices, which are specified in k US dollars, will be denoted in $1,647k.
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Auction Info screen: Viewing what is being offered in the Auction
64.

To view what Domains are being offered in the Auction, select “Auction Info” from the
main navigation bar. This screen is available throughout the Auction and lists the Domains
available for this Auction. An example of this screen is shown below.

Screen 8: Auction Info screen

65.

As shown in the example, it also includes a summary of information about each Domain,
including Round 1 Price, Increment Parameter, My Value, My Applicant ID, Human Bidders
and Robot Bidders. .

Auction Schedule screen
66.

The schedule of the Auction is available throughout the Auction and can be accessed by
selecting “Auction Schedule” from the main navigation bar. This displays the planned
start and end times of all Rounds of that day (past and future) and the associated
Recesses between Rounds. As explained above, Bidders place Bids during Rounds, and the
Auctioneer processes the Bids and posts results for the Round during the Recess.

67.

Each Round is given a status that is also displayed on this screen. The table below
provides a description of each status, and Figure 1 on page 4 outlines the associated
timescales.
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Status

Description

Future

Round has yet to start and its
Minimum Price to Continue
have not been announced by
the Auctioneer
Round will soon start and the
Auctioneer has announced
the Minimum Prices to
Continue for this Round

Next

Bidding
Possible?
No

Key Information Available

No

Minimum Prices to Bid, and the Minimum Prices to
Continue for this Round have just been
announced, for the ‘Next’ Round are available, as
well as your Standing Bids in the “Open Domains”
screen
Minimum Prices to Bid and Minimum Price to
Continue for the ‘Active’ Round available as well as
your Standing Bids in the “Open Domains”,
“Bidding” and “Generate Bid Confirmation”
screens
Minimum Prices to Bid and Minimum Price to
Continue for the ‘Closed’ Round available as well
as your Standing Bids in the “Open Domains”
screen
Minimum Prices to Bid and Minimum Price to
Continue for all ‘Posted’ Rounds, as well as
aggregate quantities available in the “Closed
Domains” screen.

Active

Round is now running

Yes

Closed

Round has now closed and
Auctioneer is currently
processing the Bids received

No

Posted

The Auctioneer has processed
the aggregated information
and posted the results (and
the Start-of-Round Prices for
the following Round)

No

Screen 9: Auction Schedule screen
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68.

An example of the Auction Schedule screen is as shown above. The information displayed
is identical to all Bidders.

69.

Note that the Auctioneer can modify the schedule for Rounds that have a status of ‘Next’
or ‘Future’, and can extend the duration of the Round that is ‘Active’. Any change to the
schedule will be announced using the messaging system described below.

70.

After a Round has closed, it is recommended that you regularly monitor this screen, as the
status information will indicate what information is available for each Round at that time,
and you will be prompted to refresh the screen when key events occur (as described in
paragraph 58 on page 137).

Open Domains screen: Viewing the Prices and Demand for a gTLD
71.

The ‘Open Domains’ screen shows the status of each of the Domains, and is available at
any time during the Auction. When the Minimum Prices to Bid and Minimum Prices to
Continue have been announced for a Round (i.e. the Round’s status is ‘Next’), these Prices
will be displayed in the ‘Open Domains’ screen. This is accessed by selecting “Open
Domains” from the main navigation bar.

72.

For each Domain that is still open for bidding, this screen shows the Start-of-Round and
End-of-Round Price as a range of prices in the ‘Minimum Price to...’ column. An example
of the screen, in which Round 4 is either “Next”, “Active”, or “Closed” is shown below.

Screen 6: Open Domains screen
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73.

The screen also displays the

74.

The table also shows your standing Bid for a Domain in the “Your Bid” column, which you
specified in the ‘Bidding’ screen described below.

75.

Furthermore, the table shows the demand aggregated across all Bidders for all Open
Domains at the Minimum Prices to Bid of the Round indicated on the screen. The demand
for the gTLD for previous Rounds is also available on the screen by clicking on the ‘view
details’ link for that gTLD. This brings up details for the gTLD similar to the screen shown
below, which includes a table showing the demand at the Start-of-Round price for each of
the past Rounds (excluding Round 1).

76.

This data displayed graphically in the graph shown on the screen. The graph also
highlights in yellow the range of prices for the indicated Round.

Screen 6A: Open Domains screen – viewing details for a Domain

Closed Domains screen: Viewing the Buyer and Sellers of a Domain
77.

The “Closed Domains” screen shows the status of each of the Domains that is no longer
open. As the auction progresses domains will be sold, and the buyer and sellers of each
one discovered This information can be seen on this screen.

78.

For each Domain that is no longer open the screen shows the selling price, the buyer, and
sellers, and the amount received by each seller.
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Screen 7: Closed Domains screen

Bidding: Creating and Modifying your Bids
79.

The ‘Bidding’ screen (Screen 3) is the screen that you use to create your Bids and details
all Bids and is available when the current Round is ‘Active’. The following example shows
this screen during Round 4.

Screen 3: Bidding screen
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80.

This screen list Open Domains that you are able to place Bids for. In Rounds 2 and
onwards, you are not permitted to bid for Domains that are Sold and Domains that you
did not have a Bid for at a price above or equal to the previous Round’s Minimum Price to
Continue. Therefore, in Rounds 2 onwards, this screen only shows the Domains that you
are permitted to Bid for.

81.

For each Domain, the screen shows the Demand aggregated across all Bidders at the
Minimum Price to Bid, and the Minimum Price to Bid and Minimum Price to Continue. In
addition, it shows your Bid for each Domain, which may be your Standing Bid from a
previous Round, or a Bid you placed in this Round.

82.

The Status of your current Bid is also shown on the screen and can be one of the
following.

Bid Status
Continue
Exit

Description
You will be able to bid for the Domain in the next Round (unless you win the Domain
as a result of this Round).
Your Bid is below the Minimum Price to Continue for the Domain in the Round. This
means that, if the Domain is not sold in this Round, you will have not be able to bid for
this Domain in any further Rounds.

83.

It is from this Screen that you can create a new Bid or modify an existing Bid for a
Domain.

84.

To create or modify a Bid for a Domain, click the Edit Bid button for that Domain. It will
then ask you for a price for your Bid for that Domain. There are a number of constraints
on the price that you can specify for the Domain, which are described more fully in
Section 3. In summary, these constraints are as follows:

85.

i)

You cannot bid below the Minimum Price to Bid for the Domain;

ii)

Your Total Commitment cannot exceed your budget.

If your Bid is invalid because the price fails to meet one of these constraints, the system
will display a message indicating why the Bid is invalid and the “Save Bid” button will be
disabled.



86.

When entering in the value, the system will validate your entry as you
type. Therefore, you may see a red warning message that your number is
invalid because you have not completed typing the number. If the number
is valid, the warning will disappear after you have finished entering the
number, and you will be able to submit your entry.

If the Bid is valid, click on the Save Bid button for the Bid to be saved, or click the
“Cancel” link to return without making any changes.
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87.

Note it is only when you click the “Save Bid” button that your Bid is submitted to the
Auction System. Therefore, if the Round has ended before you click this button, the Bid
will not have been received in time and will be rejected (even if the screen had not
displayed a prompt saying the Round had ended at that time).

88.

As stated in Section 2, you are free to modify your Bids during the Auction Round, subject
to the constraints of the rules, and it is only the Bids that are in place at the time that the
Round closes that are considered the final Bids for that Bidder for that Round. However, it
is recommended that Bids are submitted near the beginning of the Round to minimize the
risk that a Bidder is unable to submit all Bids in advance of the Round closing.

Generate Bid Confirmation: View or Print a confirmation of the Entire Bid
89.

To view or print information about your Bid for each Domain, select “Generate Bid
Confirmation” from the main navigation bar. You will then see a screen similar to the
example below:

Screen 4: Generate Bid Confirmation screen

90.

This displays the same information as that displayed in the ‘Bidding’ screen, but with
additional columns indicating the “budget required” associated with the Bids. The
“Budget Required” calculates the cost of the Domain both at the Minimum Price to
Continue and at the Price you Bid for that Domain. These figures are totalled in the yellow
rows at the bottom of the table, which also includes the total cost of Won Domains from
Screen , described below. For a description of all other columns, please refer to the
‘Bidding’ section. As with the ‘Bidding’ screen, no other Bidders are able to see your Bids,
nor your Bid Statuses.

91.

Once you have entered all your Bids, it is recommended that you view this Bid
Confirmation screen, as it reflects all your Standing Bids on the system at the time it was
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generated (indicated by its timestamp), and thus is a good screen to check that all Bids
have been entered correctly.
92.

Note that after you have viewed this page, you will still be able to modify your Bids
further using the “Bidding” screen, as well as generate a new confirmation to display your
modified Bids, until the Round closes.

93.

This screen is available from the start of the first Round until the Auction has concluded.

My Results: Viewing what you have won/sold in the Auction
94.

If a Domain you are eligible to bid is sold, that Domain will no longer appear in the
‘Bidding’ screen, and will be listed in ‘My Results’ screen. If you have won that Domain, it
will be ‘Bought’ in ‘Your Result’ column. If that Domain is won by another bidder, it will be
‘Sold’ in ‘Your Result’ column. This shows the Prices you nee to pay for the domains you
Bought and your profit for all sold Domains you were eligible to bid. An example of the
screen is shown below.

Screen 5: My Results screen

95.

While the Winning Price is shown to all Bidders in the ‘Closed Domains’ screen, the price
associated with your actual Bid (also displayed on this screen) is not revealed to other
Bidders.

96.

Once the Auction has concluded, it is recommended that you print this screen for your
records.
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Viewing announcements, and viewing and sending messages
97.

The Auctioneer may send announcements to all Bidders from time to time to keep you
informed of events and issues. As shown in Figure 7 on page 12, the summary information
on every page will include a notification stating that you have new messages if you have
not read an announcement that has been sent.

98.

To read the announcement, select “Messages” in the main navigation bar. This will take
you to the screen similar to that shown below which displays all announcements and
conversations in reverse chronological order.

Screen 10: Messages screen
Messages
[Print this page]
Announcements
[+] Compose New Message

You have 1 announcement.

To: All Participants

Welcome to the Auction
From: Antony Dear, Auctioneer
Sent: 12th June 2009, 9:26:08 CEST
Welcome to the Cramton Associates Applicant auction
If you have any questions, please contact the Auctioneer using the contact details provided in the
Instructions to Bidders.

My Messages
[+] Compose New Message
You have 1 conversation (1 updated).

Between: X GTLD Inc. and
Auctioneer
2 Messages (1 New)

Compose New Message >>

gTLD 4
From: Antony Dear, Auctioneer
Sent: 12th June 2009, 11:13:45 CEST
Yes, you are correct. You can bid for gTLD 4 in this Round.
Kind regards
Auctioneer
Respond / View entire conversation >>

Note:

“My Messages” shows the most recent message in a given conversation.

The Auctioneer may respond to your messages via phone, email, or via this message facility.

99.

New announcements are highlighted in yellow. After you have viewed a new
announcement, the notification that informed you that you had a new message will not
be shown until the Auctioneer sends a new announcement or message.

100. You can also send messages to the Auctioneer and receive replies back from the
Auctioneer. These are shown in the “My Messages” section of the screen above. To create
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a new message to the Auctioneer, click on the “Compose New Message>>“ button. You
will then be taken to a screen where you can enter the subject and content of the
message, and click on “Send” to send the message.
101. The message sent as described above will be added as a new conversation in the “My
Messages” section of the “Messages” screen. Any further messages relating to that
conversation (either sent by the Auctioneer or by you) will be incorporated into that
conversation, and only the most recent message of the conversation will be shown in
Screen 10.
102. As with announcements, receiving a new message will result in a notification on every
screen and the new message(s) will be highlighted in yellow on Screen 10.
103. To view all messages relating to a conversation, click on “Respond / View entire
conversation >>“ for that conversation. You can also use this screen to send a further
message to the Auctioneer relating to this conversation by clicking on “Respond to This
Message”.
Download files
104. The system also includes the facility to allow you to download the information shown in
the ‘All Domains’ screen. The file is available in two formats: “.xls” (for Microsoft Excel)
and “.csv” (“comma separated variable” file). Note that while the two file formats are
different, the content of the files, which is provided in the example below, is the same.

Domain
.yoga
.gratis
.diet
.dog
.science
.fishing

Aggregate
Demand at
Start

Minimum
Price to
Bid(k$)

Minimum
Price to
Continue(
k$)

Winning
Price(k$)

Your
Bid(k$)

1408
833
1478
2
2

1657
$1,200

1822
$1,500

1600
1300

3

1400

Domai
n
Status
Sold
Sold
Sold
Open
Open
Sold(W
on)

105. To access the download screen, select “Downloads” in the main navigation bar. The
screen similar to that below will be displayed.
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Screen 11: Download screen
Downloads
To download a file, click on one of the hyperlinks below. If you have Excel on your computer, you
should select [ .xls ]. Otherwise, select [ .csv ].
Instructions for Excel users [ .xls ]: When prompted by the browser, please select either OPEN (to
look at the file) or SAVE (to make a copy of the file on your computer). You can override the default
name, but you should choose a filename that ends in “.xls”.
Instructions for other software [ .csv ]: When prompted by the browser, please select SAVE (to
make a copy of the file on your computer). You can override the default name, but you should choose
a filename that ends in “.csv”.

[ .xls ] [ .csv ] « All Domains

[ .xlsm ]



«

Bidding Tool (Excel File)

If you are using Firefox as your browser, we recommend that you change
the following browser setting before you first download a file so that you
can specify the directory to download to:
Select the menu 'Tools', 'Options', and click on the 'Main' tab of the
Options window. You should ensure that the option “Always ask me where
to save files” is selected. This is described in more detail in Situation 7 of
the troubleshooting guide.

106. To download the file, click on either [.xls] or [.csv]. You will then see the standard prompts
asking you whether you wish to open or save the file, and if you select the latter, the
location where you wish to save it.



When the ‘xls’ file is opened, users of Microsoft Excel 2007 may receive a
message stating that the downloaded file is in a different format than
specified in the file extension. This is normal and users should click on
“yes” to open the file.

Log-out
107. To log out of the auction system, click “Logout [X]” in the top-right corner of the browser
screen, before closing your browser.



If you are logged in to the auction site but are inactive for more than 20
minutes, the auction system will automatically log you out for security
reasons. To access the site again, you will just need to log-in again.
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108. It is recommended for security reasons that you always log out of the system before
closing your browser or shutting down your computer. It is also recommended that you
remove all temporary internet files (i.e. clear the cache) if other individuals have access to
your computer.

5. Help and Contact Details
109. The Cramton Associates Team will be able to provide assistance and help to Bidders from
the date of the simulated auction until the end of the live Auction.
110. The Cramton Associates Team will be available during normal working hours (9 am to 5
pm ET).
111. Cramton Associates can be reached at ApplicantAuc@gmail.com or +1 240 479 9345.
112. It is recommended that all non-urgent queries should be submitted using the encrypted
messaging facility of the Auction System if the Auction is running, otherwise by email and
telephone.

6. Troubleshooting guide
113. This section provides examples of typical situations where the Auction System does not
function as you would expect and details actions you can carry out that may solve the
problem.
114. Note that if anything unexpected occurs while you are entering your Entire Bid for a
Round, it is recommended that, before continuing, you access Screen , the ‘Generate Bid
Confirmation’ screen, to view your current Entire Bid. This screen includes a timestamp
provided by the Auction System so that you can ensure that the information is current on
the system at that particular point in time.
115. Furthermore, if during a Round you are concerned that you may not be able to enter fully
your Entire Bid on the Auction System because of systems problems, it is recommended
that you submit your Bid by telephone as described in Section 5 above.
116. The following situations are covered in this guide:


Situation 1 –

“page cannot be displayed” screen on first access;



Situation 2 –

“cookies must be enabled” displayed on the auction site upon log
in;



Situation 3 –

“JavaScript must be enabled” displayed when you log in to the
auction site;
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Situation 4 –

“page cannot be displayed” displayed when you move to a
different screen in the auction site;



Situation 5 –

“this page has expired” displayed when you press the back
button on your browser;



Situation 6 –

Your security settings do not allow you to download a file in
Internet Explorer;



Situation 7 –

Firefox does not prompt you for a location to save the download
when you download a file; and



Situation 8 –

Your computer crashes while you are using the Auction System.
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Situation 1 – “page cannot be displayed” screen on first access
Figure 8: Page cannot be displayed messages

(Internet Explorer 7)

(Internet Explorer 6)

(Firefox)

117. If the above screen appears when you attempt to access the auction internet site for the
first time, there may be a number of reasons why this has occurred. To attempt to
determine the problem, carry out the following steps.
Check that you have entered the address correctly:
‘https://exp.applicantauction.com/sim/’ and it begins with ‘https’ and that there is no
other ‘s’ in the address.
(a)

Check whether you can access a web-site that is not part of your corporate
intranet, such as ‘www.google.com’. If you are not able to access this site, then
the PC does not have external internet access. You will need to contact your IT
specialist to correct this or use a different PC.

(b)

Your organisation may only allow you to access certain external web-sites.
Check with your IT specialist to find out if this is the case.
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(c)

You may not have selected the ‘OK’ button when the message appeared stating
that you are about to enter a secure site. To check, close the browser and retry.

(d)

Check whether you are using the correct browser version by clicking on menu
‘Help’, ‘About …’ in Internet Explorer or Firefox. This will show the version
number of your browser. Check these against the requirements in Section 4.

(e)

Check whether SSL has been enabled on your browser. This is done by clicking
on the menu ‘Tools’, ‘Internet Options’ (or ‘Options’ in Firefox’) and then
clicking on the ‘advanced’ tab (followed by the ‘Encryption’ tab in Firefox). The
following options must be ticked: “Use SSL 3.0” and “Use TLS 1.0”, as shown in
Error! Reference source not found. below. If you are unable to change these
options, you will need to contact your IT specialist to do this.

(f)

Your corporate firewall may not accept SSL (https) for this web address. Check
with your IT specialist to determine if this is the case.

(g)

The auction site may have been moved to a different address. Please check to
see whether you have received a message from the Auctioneer stating this.

(h)

If the above does not help, contact the Auctioneer.

Figure 9: SSL Settings for Internet Explorer and Firefox

(Internet Explorer)

(Firefox)
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Situation 2 – “cookies must be enabled” displayed on the auction site upon log in
118. The Auction System requires that cookies are enabled on your browser. If cookies are
disabled then you will see a message stating that cookies should be enabled.
119. To enable cookies in Internet Explorer, carry out the following steps:
(a)

Click on the menu ‘Tools’, ‘Internet Options...’ and click on the ‘Privacy’ tab of
the ‘Internet Options’ box that appears.

(b)

Change the privacy setting to ‘Medium-High’ or lower, as shown in Error!
Reference source not found.. Click on ‘OK’ and restart your browser. You should
then be able to log in to the Auction System.

Figure 10: Enabling cookies for all sites in Internet Explorer

(Internet Explorer 9)
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120. To enable cookies in Firefox, carry out the following steps:
(a)

Click on the menu ‘Tools’, ‘Options...’ and click on the ‘Privacy’ tab of the
‘Options’ box that appears to bring up a screen similar to that shown in Figure
11.

(b)

Make sure that “Accept cookies from sites” and “is selected and ‘Keep until’ is
set to “they expire” as shown in Figure 11 below. Click on ‘OK’ and then click on
‘OK’ in the ‘Options’ window to save the settings.

(c)

You should then be able to log in to the Auction System.

Figure 11: Enabling cookies in Firefox 3.0

121. If you have any questions regarding your corporate policy on cookies, please contact your
IT specialist for further guidance.
Situation 3 – “JavaScript must be enabled” displayed when you log in to the auction site
122. The Auction System requires that JavaScript is enabled on your browser. If JavaScript is
disabled then you will see a message stating that “JavaScript in this browser is not
enabled or is not working.”
123. To enable JavaScript in Internet Explorer, you can either set your security level to its
default or manually enable ‘active scripting’, as described below.
(a)

Click on the menu ‘Tools...’, ‘Internet Options...’ and click on the ‘Security’ tab of
the ‘Internet Options’ box that appears.
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(b)

Either click on the ‘Default Level’ button (which will return your security settings
to ‘Medium’ in Internet Explorer 6 as shown in Figure 15a or ‘Medium-High’ in
Internet Explorer 7 as shown in Error! Reference source not found.a) or click on
the ‘Custom Level...’ button and click on ‘Enable’ for ‘Active Scripting’ as shown
in Figure 12b.

(c)

Click on ‘OK’, and ‘OK’ again if necessary.

Figure 12: Enabling JavaScript in Internet Explorer

(Error! Reference source not found.a: Default security settings in IE 7)(Figure 12b: Enabling JavaScript)

124. To enable JavaScript on Firefox, carry out the following steps:
(a)

Click on the menu ‘Tools...’, ‘Options...’ and click on the ‘Content’ tab of the
‘Options’ box that appears.

(b)

Click ‘Enable JavaScript’ so that it is ticked, as shown in Error! Reference source
not found..

(c)

Click ‘OK’.
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Figure 13: Enabling JavaScript in Firefox

Situation 4 – “page cannot be displayed” displayed when you move to a different screen in the
auction site
125. If you have successfully been using the Auction System but suddenly Figure 8 (on page 27)
appears when you click on a ‘link’ or a button, then carry out the following steps:
(a)

Click on the ‘Refresh’/‘Reload’ button, to attempt to reload the page. If that is
successful and the error occurred when you had clicked on a button such as
‘Place Bid’ or ‘Delete Bid’, go to Screen 4 to check whether the change was
implemented.

(b)

Your internet connection may have gone down. To check this, try accessing a
site such as ‘www.google.com’ to see whether the same message appears.

(c)

There may be technical problems with the Auction System. To check this,
attempt to access the home page, ‘https://exp.applicantauction.com/sim/’. If
you are unable to view this page or the page states that the Auction System is
unavailable but you can successfully access other internet sites, then this is the
case. You will be informed of when the system will be available again and
whether you will need to use a different address to access it.

(d)

If the above does not help, contact the Auctioneer.
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Situation 5 – “this page has expired” displayed when you press the back button on your
browser
126. You should not use the “Back” button to access a previous screen. Instead, choose the
appropriate menu option.
Situation 6 – Your security settings do not allow you to download a file in Internet Explorer
127. If Internet Explorer does not allow a file to be downloaded from the Auction site and
displays the message shown in the figure below, this is because downloads have been
disabled in your browser.
Figure 14: Security message in Internet Explorer

128. There are two ways of re-enabling downloads in Internet Explorer, these are as follows:
(a)

Click on the menu ‘Tools...’, ‘Internet Options...’ and click on the ‘Security’ tab of
the ‘Internet Options’ box that appears.

(b)

Either click on the ‘Default Level’ button (which will return your security settings
to ‘Medium’ in Internet Explorer 6 as shown in Error! Reference source not
found.a or ‘Medium-High’ in Internet Explorer 7 as shown in Error! Reference
source not found.a) or click on the ‘Custom Level...’ button and click on ‘Enable’
for ‘File Download’ as shown in Error! Reference source not found.b.

(c)

Click on ‘OK’, and ‘OK’ again if necessary.
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Figure 15: Resetting security settings in Internet Explorer

Situation 7 – Firefox does not prompt you for a location to save the download when you
download a file
129. For Firefox to prompt you for a location for each file you download, you need to ensure
the browser is set as described below:
(a)

Click on the menu ‘Tools’, ‘Options...’ and click on the ‘Main’ tab of the ‘Options’
box that appears.

(b)

Select the option ‘Always ask me where to save files’ as shown in the figure
below.

(c)

Click ‘OK’.
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Figure 16: Changing the Firefox settings to ask where to save files

Situation 8 – Your computer crashes while you are using the Auction System
130. If either your browser crashes or your computer freezes, it is recommended that you
reboot the machine (or use a different machine) before re-accessing the Auction System.
131. If you were in the middle of placing a Bid, the changes will have been lost, and you will
need to repeat it for that Bid. All other Bids in your Entire Bid should be unaffected.
132. If the computer crashes while you are using the Auction System, you are able to log-in to
the system using a different computer, as it will automatically log you out from the
malfunctioning computer.
133. If the problem persists, and you are using Internet Explorer, try using Mozilla Firefox
instead, and vice versa.
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7. Glossary
Item

Applies to

Description

Active

Round

The Round status shown in the auction schedule, indicating the
Round is open for bidding.

Aggregate
Demand at
Start

Each gTLD
during
Round

The number of Bidders with Bids of at least the Start-of RoundPrice of the Round at the time the Round started.

Auction

Bidders

The Applicant Auction, designed and conducted by Cramton
Associates, is an ascending clock auction where Prices start at
zero and rise to the market Price.

Auctioneer

Auction

Cramton Associates. The Auctioneer sets the prices, conducts
the auction mechanics, and provides support for Bidders
throughout the Auction.

Bid

gTLD

A Bidder’s binding willingness to buy a gTLD for up to the Price
entered.

Bid
Confirmation

Bidder

A printable screen showing bidding and budget information for a
Bidder. The information applicable to a Bidder cannot be seen by
any other Bidders.

Bidder

Auction

A company that has qualified to bid in the Auction.

Closed

Round

The Round status shown in the auction schedule, indicating the
End Time has been reached for a Round, but the results of the
Round have not been posted.

Continue

Bid during
Round

A Bid status indicating the Bidder may Bid for this gTLD in the
next Round (unless the Bidder wins the gTLD as a result of this
Round).

Discontinue

Bid during
Round

A Bid Status indicating that in the next Round the Bidder cannot
Bid for this gTLD. This status occurs if there is no Standing Bid
greater than or equal to the End-of-Round Price of the gTLD. A
Bid with this status can win if it is the highest Bid.

End Time

Round

The closing time for a particular Round. No Bids will be accepted
in the Recess immediately after the End Time.

End-of-Round
Price

gTLD
during
Round

The highest price associated with a gTLD for a particular Round.
A Bid must be greater than or equal to the End-of-Round-Price
to have status Continue.
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Item

Applies to

Description

Entire Bid

Bidder

A set containing the most recently entered Bid for each gTLD as
of a particular time.

Future

Round

The Round status shown in the auction schedule, indicating the
Round has yet to start and the Auctioneer has not yet
announced the Round’s End-of-Round Prices.

gTLD

Auction

A top-level domain being auctioned.

Next

Round

The Round status shown in the auction schedule, indicating the
Round has yet to start and its End-of-Round Prices have been
announced by the Auctioneer.

Posted

Round

The Round status shown in the auction schedule, indicating the
Bids from the previous Round have been processed, and results
have been made available to Bidders. When a Round is Posted,
the Bidders will be able to see the Aggregate Demand for the
start of the next Round, and will be able to see if any gTLDs Sold.

Price

Bid

An amount of money in U.S. dollars.

Recess

Auction

The time between Rounds when Bids are processed. No bids can
be submitted during a Recess.

Round

Auction

A time interval during which Bidders can submit Bids.

Sold

gTLD

A gTLD status indicating that the gTLD was won by another
Bidder.

Sold (Won)

gTLD

A gTLD status indicating that the gTLD was won by you. The price
paid is the Winning Price.

Start-of-Round gTLD
Price
during
Round

The lowest price associated with a gTLD for a particular Round.
Bidders may not specify a Bid lower than the Start-of-Round
Price.

Start Time

Round

The starting time for a particular Round. Bids will be accepted
after the Start Time.

Winning Price

gTLD

The price, always less than or equal to the high Bid, that a
Winning Bidder of a gTLD pays for the gTLD.
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